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Knicks Lose Momentum
The Knicks have turned their offense over
to Tracy McGrady. But as Eric Freeman
argues, they've also halted the progress
that could have helped them attract free
agents this summer.

RANK TEAM LAST

1. Cleveland Cavaliers 1

2. Los Angeles Lakers 2

3. Orlando Magic 4

4. Denver Nuggets 5

5. Dallas Mavericks 3

6. Oklahoma City Thunder 10

7. Utah Jazz 6

8. Atlanta Hawks 8

9. San Antonio Spurs 11

10. Phoenix Suns 10

11. Boston Celtics 7

12. Portland Trail Blazers 12

13. Milwaukee Bucks 13

14. Miami Heat 14

15. Charlotte Bobcats 16
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Joe Johnson Still Expressing Hope He Can Stay
In Atlanta
Tuesday, March 16, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 7:00 AM

Talk that Hawks guard Joe Johnson will bolt Atlanta for the Knicks has

simmered over the past week, but Johnson is sticking to the approach he

has had toward free agency all season — ignore it and assume he will be a

Hawk for as long as he can.  

“I can’t do anything but let all of that play out,” Johnson told Sporting News.

“I don’t know what is going to happen in the future, but I love my teammates

and I love my team and hopefully it all works out where I am in Atlanta for a

long time.”

Posted In: 2010 NBA free agency, Joe Johnson, Atlanta Hawks, New York Knicks

Tuesday Morning Shootaround
Tuesday, March 16, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 7:00 AM

What to expect in the NBA today:

No team in the NBA has been as streaky as the Heat, who have won six out

of their last seven games against some pretty good teams, including the

Lakers and Hawks. This has been typical of Miami's yo-yo season. Before

their current good stretch, there was a run of four straight losses, which

followed a five-game winning streak, which came after a five-game losing

streak. This is, certainly, a tough team to figure. 

As guard Dwyane Wade told reporters after Sunday's win over the Sixers (in

which Wade scored 38 points, bringing his average for March to 30.6 points

per game), "Coming out of the All-Star break we expected to go on a run.

We looked at our schedule and we understood that the toughest part was

behind us."

Tonight, the Heat will run up against another team that has been on a roll—

the Spurs, winners of seven of their last eight games. Both teams have used

their current runs to put themselves in good position for the playoffs, but

both have a chance to improve their seeding further. The Heat are battling

with the Bobcats and Bucks for the No. 5 seed, while the Spurs could

potentially move all the way to No. 4. 

Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Miami Heat, San Antonio Spurs, Portland Trail Blazers, Chicago Bulls, Shaquille
O'Neal

With Potential Lockout on Horizon, Players
Better Start Saving
Tuesday, March 16, 2010
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RD_34 said:

I see where the frustration would
come from but cmon Bosh you think
your the only one who ca...

shermsms said:

The Cavs will not win it all. 

logicjohnson said:

I love this kid. I still have his Clips
jersey. I just wanna see him get a
small piece of it...

zoe2012123456 said:

Meet a interracial Match on W W
W..________S e e k I n t e r r a c i a l
[DOT] c o m________...

PabloDeTejas said:

"Better have good inmates, and
better hope no one else has a
functional asylum." &...

Radatz said:

LeBron is diplomatic and maybe more
than a little bit right. But if the Celtics
think they c...

Maroussia said:

It will be great to watch Toronto
Raptors, i have bought tickets from
http://ticketfront.com...

chingying said:

50%off ugg boots $55,ed hardy t-
shirt$15 jeans,coach handbag$33,air
max90,dunk,polo t-shirt$...

runningurlife said:

Lol cept for the fact that S Curry will
get it because hes better and more
consistant. Tyrek...

runningurlife said:

Lol cept for the fact that S Curry will
get it because hes better and more
consistant. Tyrek...
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Posted By Sean Deveney 1:57 AM

By now, we’ve all heard — more

than once, most likely — what

the summer of 2010 is likely to

hold for the NBA. And those who

have looked deep into the future

know that the summer of 2012,

when players like Chris Paul,

Dwight Howard and Deron

Williams could become free

agents, could be almost as

important as ’10. 

But that assumes the NBA will

actually get to the summer of ’12

in one piece. After all, the

league’s collective bargaining

agreement runs up after the

2010-11 season, and while the

public bluster from both sides has

been typical of such an early

stage of negotiations, what’s troubling about the talks this time around is

that, behind the scenes, both sides are already hunkering down for a

lockout. One prominent agent told Sporting News that he has been settling

lines of credit and advising his clients to do the same. 

“You have to convince these guys that it’d be best if players went into next

year with as little debt as possible,” the agent said. 

Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Utah Jazz, NBA Collective Bargaining Agreement, Deron Williams

Power Poll: Celtics Aren't Bored; They're Old
Monday, March 15, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 4:13 PM

Maybe LeBron James is right, and

the problem with the Celtics is

they’re simply “bored.” But that

implies Boston still has the players

to be a legitimate title contender. It

also implies the Celtics are only

struggling lately because they’ve

chosen not to take regular-season

games too seriously, and once the

playoffs arrive, they’ll be as tough

as usual.

That’s too simplistic. There’s little

evidence to support the notion that

there's a switch the Celtics will flip

in the postseason. This group has

not been able to handle the

league’s best—against teams with

winning percentages of .600 or

better, the Celtics are 6-14. If

there was some sort of switch-flipping to be done, you’d think Boston would

be able to do it in playoff-like atmospheres against top teams. That hasn’t

happened in February or March. Why would it happen in April and May?

The Celtics are old. They are talented, and the roster is packed with big

names. But they wear down. Over the last three years, the Celtics have

compiled a record of 72-11 (.867) through Christmas. After Christmas, their

record is 107-49 (.686). “They’re a step slow,” one East scout said. “The

way they defend pick-and-rolls, the way they run their offense, the way they

rebound, the number of bad shots they settle for. Everything is just a little

lessened from where it was in the beginning of the year.”

That explains the continuing descent of the Celtics, who fall out of the top 10

in this week’s poll: Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Boston Celtics, NBA Power Poll

Court Lessons: Millsap Remains in Backup Role
Friday, March 12, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 11:26 AM
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Sporting News NBA columnist Sean
Deveney assesses five truths from
the past week and how they could
affect the rest of the season.

1. Paul Millsap is still biding his

time in Utah. Last summer, Jazz

power forward Paul Millsap signed

a front-loaded, four-year, $32

million contract with Portland as a

restricted free agent, a contract

that the Jazz matched in order to

keep Millsap in Utah. Millsap was

expected to be a starter, but that

plan was scotched when Carlos

Boozer decided not to opt out of his

contract. Speculation held that the

Jazz would trade Boozer, but no

deal was made, and Millsap has

spent the year in an all-too-familiar role: Boozer’s backup.

Millsap has played all 64 of the Jazz’s games, averaging 11.5 points and 6.3

rebounds in 27.6 minutes. In five games as a starter, he has averaged 17.6

points and 8.6 rebounds, the kind of numbers he anticipated putting up had

Boozer been jettisoned—and the kind of numbers he could put up should

Boozer, a free agent, sign elsewhere this summer.

“It’s been disappointing as far as that goes,” Millsap told Sporting News. “I

was expecting more playing time and more opportunity. But things happened

the way they happened, and now I am still going to just go out there and

play my role. I think I can do a lot better, though, and I know my chances

will come.” Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Paul Millsap, Utah Jazz, Memphis Grizzlies, Boston Celtics, Phoenix Suns, Jason
Richardson, Antawn Jamison, Cleveland Cavaliers

One and Done Applies to Coaches, Too
Wednesday, March 10, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 1:59 PM

Take heart, Eddie Jordan. You

should at least know that Jerry

Sloan feels for you. 

While Jordan’s tenure in

Philadelphia is reportedly nearing

its end after just one fairly awful

season, Sloan said he

understands what Jordan must

be going through. He just hasn’t

had to deal with it in Utah, where

Sloan has roamed the sidelines

since 1988. “A lot of coaches

have gotten fired that are a lot

better than I am, I know that for

a fact,” Sloan said. “I don’t know

if people have the staying power

to keep a guy as long as I have

been able to keep my job in Utah.

Our ownership has been very

supportive. You know, when (the media) get a little rough on coaches, a lot

of people cave in. Our owners never caved in.”

That affords Sloan the luxury to do something that few coaches in the NBA,

or in any professional sport, can do -- make sure the players know that if

they don’t do it the coach’s way, they will be sent elsewhere. “I tell my

players, I’m going to be here, and you may not,” Sloan said. “Fortunately,

my owner gave me the opportunity to say that from when I first started out.

The coach is going to be here, and the players are expendable.”

Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Philadelphia 76ers

Coaches on the Hot Seat Not Named Eddie
Jordan
Wednesday, March 10, 2010
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Posted By Sean Deveney 1:49 PM

Already, three coaches have been replaced in the NBA -- Byron Scott of the

Hornets, Lawrence Frank of the Nets and Mike Dunleavy, who gave up

coaching to focus on his front-office duties with the Clippers, then was fired

from his front-office duties. 

Reports are that Sixers coach Eddie Jordan will join this group at the end of

the season. Speculation around the league is that two other coaches could

also join the list:

Vinny Del Negro, Bulls. Del Negro has not done a bad job with the Bulls,

but injuries could put Chicago out of the playoffs after last year’s strong run.

The bigger issue, though, is that the team might prefer a bigger name coach

to help lure free agents. 

John Kuester, Pistons. Injuries turned this season into a brutal one for

Kuester, but there was little progress shown overall. He was considered a

placeholder coach all along, so the Pistons won’t be afraid to move.

Posted In: Chicago Bulls, Detroit Pistons

Kevin Martin Q&A: 'I Am Just Trying To Be Me,
Not Someone Else'
Wednesday, March 10, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 12:50 PM

It has been an uneven year for

Rockets shooting guard Kevin

Martin, who started the season

as a franchise cornerstone in

Sacramento, got injured and,

when he returned, found himself

being dangled as trade bait. The

Kings shipped him to Houston as

part of the Tracy McGrady trade,

and though the Rockets have

slipped to 10th in the West’s

playoff chase, he tells SN’s Sean

Deveney that, though he was

surprised by the trade, he is

happy to be in Houston.

Sporting News: Getting traded

during the season is never an

easy thing, especially when you

have been in one place for so

long, like you were in Sacramento. How is the transition going?

Kevin Martin: I am feeling good, I am just trying to fit in right now. You

know, it is a new place for me, and it is going to take some time to get used

to, to get comfortable not just on the court with a new team, but in a new

city and all of that. That’s the hard part about getting traded, I guess. But I

am looking forward to being here a long time.

SN: Were you surprised to be traded?

KM: It was a surprise. I did not expect it. Obviously, there were rumors that

people told me about. But I had talked with (Kings president) Geoff (Petrie),

and he said he was not planning on just giving me up for nothing, and a lot

of the rumors were, they were more cap space than for players. And I knew

Geoff wasn’t going to do that, so I wasn’t expecting anything to happen. It

surprised me.

Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Kevin Martin, Houston Rockets

Tuesday Morning Shootaround
Tuesday, March 09, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 9:00 AM
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What to expect in the NBA today:

Southeast rising

A slump by the Bulls (currently eighth in East seeding) and some surprisingly

solid wins by the Heat and Bobcats have opened a path for four Southeast

Division teams to earn playoff spots for the first time since the NBA realigned

its divisions in 2004. 

The Bobcats are currently ninth, having ended a stretch of five losses in six

games by beating the Lakers and the Warriors over the weekend. The Heat,

meanwhile, are seventh and stopped a five-game losing skid with wins over

the Warriors, Lakers and Hawks. 

Tonight, with just one game separating the three teams, the Heat will travel

to Charlotte for the first of two games in the next 11 days. Expect Miami to

have a chip on its shoulder that extends beyond the rising playoff pressure—

the Bobcats dominated the first two matchups, delivering an embarrassing

104-65 loss to the Heat back on January 20. 

The Heat will be happy to know they’ve got a rejuvenated Michael Beasley

on their side—he shot 10-for-16 in the win over Atlanta, scoring 22 points. “I

needed this one just to get out of my slump,'' Beasley told reporters after

that game. “I desperately needed this, just for confidence. It's no more

feeling sorry for myself this season.”

Read the rest of this entry »

Posted In: Charlotte Bobcats, Miami Heat, Michael Beasley, Ron Artest, LeBron James,
Brandon Jennings

Kevin Martin Looking Forward To Playing With
Yao Next Season
Monday, March 08, 2010
Posted By Sean Deveney 7:09 PM

For new Rockets shooting guard

Kevin Martin, going from the

depths of the Western Conference

with Sacramento and into the

playoff chase in Houston was a

nice transition, even if the Rockets’

playoff hopes remain distant. But

Martin is already excited about

what the future holds in Houston,

where center Yao Ming will be back

next year. 

“The thought of playing with [Yao]

is the reason I have a big smile on

my face,” Martin told Sporting

News. “The attention he brings

inside, that is going to be fun to

have for me as a perimeter player.

"I think there are going to be big

expectations for next year, and I know the offseason, I am going to be in the

weight room, I am going to be here working out and trying to get better and

better.”

Posted In: Houston Rockets, Kevin Martin, Yao Ming
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